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In binary mixtures of liquids with highly different dielectric constants， such as water and alcohol， 
electrostatic effect becomes prominent in phase separations. Moreover， free energy of hydration 
strongly depends on the density of water. In two-ph出 estates， electric double layers are formed 
on the interface between七wocomponents. However， i七isquite di伍cul七toanalyze the phase 
transition because the local dielectric constant depends on the density. In this presentation， we 
report results of a numerical simulations b出 edon a simple mathematical model. 
2 Model equations and numerical results 
In our model， we introduce a free energy functional 
F= J d叫ん(ゆ)+んn(n，</>)+山川)1 
The first term is the Bragg-Williams台eeenergy (Flory-Huggins free energy) 
fo(止い一一')'Uo = ゆlnゆ+(1-ゆ)ln(l -ゆ)+紗(1-ゆ)+一(¥1</>)2.
kBT 
The second term is the entropic contribution from the ion densities written as 
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where -giゆniis the hydration energy of ions depending on the local water densityゆ.The third 
term is the electrostatic free energy 
!el(仇η)
E(ゆ)y;，2 




where E(ゆ)=εO+Elゆisan inhomogeneous dielectric constant. The electric field E is calculated 
by the Poisson's equation 
マε(ゆ)¥7<1>= -41f L Zieni， E = -¥7<1>. (5) 
We consider the binary mixture of the polar and non-polar solvents with two kinds of ions. 
Using the Cahn-Hilliard formulation， we write dynamic equations as 
θゆ 8F an ・ 8F
一=¥7. L(ゆ)V- 」 =V-入(ni)¥7;: (i = 1，2) θt -，rj' 8ゆ'θt . -， -Oj • 8ni (6) 
We numerically integrate above equations in 256 x 256 systems. If the difference of the solvation 
coefficient of ions 9i is large， we obtain spatially modulated patterns with a typical length in 
Fig. 1. In Fig. 2， we show the relation between the perimeter length and t.Compared to the 




(ni) = 0.02 
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(向)= 0.08 
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Figure 2: Relation between perimeter length and time t. Domain growth law is much slower 
than that of model B (t-l/3). 
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